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Abstract
Carbonate petrophysical heterogeneity is generally the result of complex and multi-modal pore systems, including fractures. This complexity is
due to a combination of complex depositional rock fabric textures and diagenetic modification of the rocks. Post-depositional processes can
modify the original petrophysical properties (e.g., permeability and irreducible water saturation) and result in a disconnection between the
original depositional rock fabric and the current reservoir properties. Pore types are a critical element of rock types because they exert a
dominant control over petrophysical properties and fluid flow. Conventional pore-typing methods use petrographic observations, including
image analysis, to determine pore types, qualitatively or quantitatively, in an attempt to relate the pore system, at least in part, to flow and
textural pore types. However, such techniques more than often do not resolve the complexity and multi-modality of the pore system and
subsequently result in a misrepresentation of dynamic properties as documented by examples. Pore typing based on mercury porosimetry
(MICP) draws on the modality of pore throats accessed by specific pore volumes, which is a strong factor controlling fluid flow in reservoirs.
One of the primary parameters in pore typing definitions is the pore system modality. The number of modes is associated with petrophysical
properties and depositional or diagenetic processes. However, a more comprehensive link to the recovery factor needs examination of the
whole pore system including the pore- size distribution. We have developed a method of automatic modal detection from MICP data, using
Gaussian decomposition. It allows an objective estimation of the modality of the pore system. We are also investigating the whole pore system
defined by both: pore throats (from MICP) and pore-size distributions (from NMR and image analysis). In this presentation, we describe the
integrated pore- typing workflow with examples from several carbonate reservoirs. These case studies show that pore types and pore-system
modality are associated with petrophysical properties, depositional facies, and diagenetic modifications. Furthermore, integration of MICP,
NMR measurements and 3DBSEM images on the same core plugs enable us to describe the modality of the whole pore system in a more
comprehensive way, providing interesting insights on the pore system and drivers of petrophysical properties in carbonates.
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Presenter’s notes: Our MICP workflow contains 7 steps which are: sample selection, data acquisition, quality control and corrections, parametrization, clustering, extrapolation to core and log domain.
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Presenter’s notes: Step 4 is a parametrization of MICP data. The conventional way is to fit Thomeer function (1960), which defines 3 parameters : entry pressure Pd, shape factor–G, and BVinf. When we apply
Thomeers hyperbolic function for the multimodal MICP data, typical for carbonates, we have to define, as presented by Ed Clerke, a separate function for each mode. We started using Thommer but realized that
hyperbolic function produces sharp discontinuities at the modal junctions as seen in this picture.
We found that modified Gaussian function provides better fit and accommodates better mode transitions.
Our modified Gaussian function shown here yields parameters similar to Thomeer function : modal porosity- Vp inf, shape factor-S, and Pm. Only difference is that, instead of artificially calculated entry pressure for
each mode, we are defining Pm, which is the center of the mode pressure. As result , we have nice smooth transition between the modes, and also the Gaussian fits better natural symmetrrical shape of the modes.
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Presenter’s notes: So we developed application in Matlab which is now linked to GEOLOG which takes cap pressure and performs automatic fit up to 4 modes. Here is an example of application of Gaussian function to
bimodal (left) and trimodal (right) pore systems. Each mode will be characterized by 3 parameters.
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Presenter’s notes: In step 5 we take those inversion parameters for the defined pore subsystems and cluster them together with core phi, K data, using Facimage MRGC routine. This picture shows results of the
clustering plotted in pki- K crosplot. The color polygons are covering the real data from carbonate reservoir. These clusters are our initial pore types.
Here we can also see corresponding shape of MICP distribution. As we can observe, pore-type clusters are, in general, well separated in Phi-K space, which allow us to predict them from plug data without MICP. For
the purpose of prediction from plug and log data, we have to do some lumping, which have to account for the geological information (depositional and diagenetic).
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Presenter’s notes: Here is an example of clustering results from McElroy field.
Original clusters are lumped to 3 groups corresponding roughly to macroporosity, bimodal system, and microporosity.
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Presenter’s notes: Because MICP data are limited , we have to extrapolate the MICP pore types groups to all plug data, taking advantage of separation in phi-k space. WE use KNN method (k nearest neighbor) as a
method to predict MICP poretypes from plug data. Here is result of extrapolating Mc Elroy MICP pore types shown on previous slide to all plug data.
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Presenter’s notes: In final step, we are predicting pore types from logs. Input data consist of pore types from core domain and all raw and interpreted logs.
We are defining KNN prediction model to populate pore types in log domain, using optimal combination of logs. To define best combination of logs, we can use diagnostic tool in Facimage or stepwise discriminant
analysis. On the right we have an example from McElroy field. We have here: GR, core and log Phi, core and log perm, MICP-derived pore types, pore types extrapolated to all plugs, and finally pore types predicted
from logs.
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